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Praxis music content knowledge study guide

Thank you for using our services. We are a non-profit group that runs this service to share documents. We need your help for maintenance and improve this site. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover the cost of our server (about $500/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us
share our service with your friends. Welcome to praxis 2 training page. This page contains useful links, tips, and study guides for current students who are preparing to take Praxis. If you are a major APSU music with music education (Choral/K-12 General Music or Instrumental/K-12 General Music)
concentration, you will receive a lot of information below through courses, and departmental e-mails and ads. Some of you who visit this site stumbled here through an online search, or through one of the study sessions that I present from time to time. Anyway, I hope you find this information useful. Feel
free to contact me if you have any other questions. Dr. Chandler APSU Coordinator of Music Education Praxis 2 is the teacher licensing exam for teacher candidates in the state of Tennessee. As a major music you need to take music content and training Praxis Exam (Test Number 5114 [computer-
administered testing]). All students should try Praxis 2 before starting residency 1 semester. Passing scores are required by the end of the residential semester 1. The test contains three sections: listening, multiple options, and writing requests. In each section, you will be tested on music history and
theory, performance, professional training and technology issues, as well as training activities (built response). Praxis 2 is administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). Registration links, test dates, and official ETS study materials are available from the ETS website: Each year, the Music
Department hosts Saturday's Praxis Study Review Sessions. All study sessions are from 9am to 11am in MMC 229. The dates are displayed at the beginning of each autumn semester. Study materials from APSU Praxis Study Session Contour: This is the document distributed to APSU students
participating in the study sessions on Saturday. It contains general tips, guidelines, and basic sample questions for praxis preparation (NOTE: Some of the sample questions make more sense in the context of the study session). Cram Sheet Technology: Technology is an ever-changing and increasingly
useful tool for music educators. While most college student musicians are aware of the social uses and of music technology, we also need to know and be able to use the hardware of educational music technology and software applications. This includes, but is not limited to knowing how to record large
and large instrumental and vocal assemblies, sound amplification, digital music interface platforms, useful software and hardware, and many related topics. Attached technology contains a sampling of the associated content that you will need to know in the music classroom. YouTube Links: This document
contains an extensive list of music videos from around the world. The chatter and organization of content is based on Worlds of Music: An Introduction to the Music of the Peoples of the World (Shorter Version: 3rd Edition) by Jeff Todd Titon. The premise behind this document is not that you memorize the
songs on your videos, but that you use the songs provided as musical examples from which you learn to recognize the general sound of music in each culture, so that when you hear another example, you can identify it correctly. NOTE: While we work to maintain the currency of this document, there may
be regular inactive or non-functioning links. World Music Study Guide: Use this document to accompany Youtube Links, and familiarize yourself with traditional instruments, voices, genres, and other musical features of music around the world (this document was created by Dr. Ann Silverberg, apsu
resident musicologist/ethnomusicologist). Learning Theories: Although Praxis is primarily a music test, there are a lot of connections to learning theories. This document provides an overview of common learning theories, and links to more information about each learning theorist. Useful sites: It is common
for Praxis examiners to score poorly on theory and history. As senior music students, it has been a few semesters since the last theory course, so you are less familiar with the content. Also, very few major music has studied the history of music before college, so you have had less experience with this
content. Therefore, additional study time in these areas is beneficial. Visit the list of online music education resources and scroll down to Music Guidance and Review Websites for study materials in theory, ear training and music history. One last reminder: There is no magic fairy dust that can instantly
prepare you for Praxis. It's a tough exam that measures your general knowledge of music. While you come to college as a major trumpet or student voice, for example, you leave as a trained and certified music educator. The term music implies a gigantic umbrella of skills and concepts, and must be
prepared to teach everything. Therefore, study as you prepare for a career rather than study just to pass a test. Gambling! Study Companion Question 4 Audio (MP3) Audio Transcript: [Narrator] To what extent does the horn player perform an incorrect pitch? The fragment will be played twice. The
fragment will now be played for the first time. [Horn plays.] The fragment will now be played again. [Horn Question 5 Audio (MP3) Audio Transcript: [Narrator] Which of the following chord progressions is played? The progression will be played twice. Progression will now be played for Hour. [Pian plays.]
Progression will now be played again. [Pian plays.] Other Free Test Preparing Price Test Preparation Music: Content Knowledge, Interactive Practice Test Use this Interactive Practice Test to Prepare for Music: Content Knowledge Test (5113). This complete practice test allows you to practice answering
a set of authentic test questions in an environment that simulates the test delivered by your computer. The practice test is timed just like the actual test and allows you to easily switch from one question to another to simulate what you will experience on the day of the test. After completing the test, you can
also see the correct answers and explanations for each correct answer and view the results by content categories. Note: There is only one version available for each test title, so every time you take the practice test, you answer the same questions in the same order. Resuming or repurchasing the same
practice test multiple times does not give you different practical questions or change the order in which the questions are delivered. Buy now Praxis II Music: Exam knowledge content is geared towards student students in a music education program and evaluates the knowledge and understanding of
music and music education of the starting teacher. Praxis II TestPraxis II Study GuidePraxis II FlashcardsTest DesignThe Music exam is a two-hour computer test (CBT) that consists of 120 listening and non-listening questions with multiple variants of choice. The exam consists of two sections: Section I
(35 minutes): 30 questions based on recorded music excerptsSection II (85 minutes): 90 multiple-choice questions AnswerExam results and ScoringWhen you register for the exam, you can select four institutions or licensing agencies to receive your results at no cost to you. If you are testing in one of the
40 states with which Praxis has an agreement, your results will be automatically forwarded to the teacher accreditation agency in that state. The score will be available online 10 to 16 business days after you take the test. Your score will be the result of the number of correct answers you have provided.
Since you are not penalized for the wrong answers, it is recommended that you make sure that you have enough time to answer all the questions. Each state has its own requirements for a pass score. Some test centers have the ability to display the score report unofficially as soon as you complete the
exam. Check the test center to see if you'll be able to see the results at the test center. Praxis is nationally recognised and results can be transferred from one state to another. De If you take the test in California and a year later you move to Colorado, the score will transfer with you. If the score meets the
requirements of the new state, you will not have to take it again. Registration, cost, data and delivery methodYou can register online for Review. The cost is $120.00, and payment can be made by mastercard, visa or debit card (with the MasterCard or Visa logo). Praxis Music: Content Knowledge exam is
offered throughout the year and is a computer test (CBT) delivered to a test facility. There are facilities in 40 states and select locations internationally. When you register, make sure you use the name as shown in your ID. If the name doesn't match, you could be denied entry to the exam, and you'll lose
the registration fee. Test DayYou may want to print the entry ticket you will receive from Praxis after you register online. The test facility, address and time of the exam will be on your ticket. When you arrive at the test facility, leave all personal belongings in the vehicle. At the test unit, you will present the
entry ticket and a valid form of identification, which has the photo, signature and name. The ID does not need to be expired, and the signature and photo can be viewed clearly. There may be additional verification steps, such as biometric voice, thumb printing, video recording and signature comparison. If
you wear glasses, you may be asked to remove them for visual inspection. Once the identification has been verified, you will be assigned to your post, and you will be supplied with zero paper and pencil by the test proctor. You can't bring anything into the test space - all the necessary tools will be
provided to you. If you run out of scratched paper, raise your hand and proctor will bring you a new sheet. At the end of the exam, you will return all the materials provided. Once you have entered the test center and take your place, you are not allowed to talk to any other test taker. Failure to comply with
the test centre rules may result in the cancellation of the test and the loss of the registration fee. Preparing for Praxis Music: Examining content knowledgeYou've spent the last four or five years of learning, applying and practicing content you'll need to be the music teacher of all your favorite, but there is
one more step you need to complete – state required certification. Don't let a 120-question test prevent you from getting your teaching credentials. Prepare with confidence with Mometrix's suite of study assistants. Study guide and flashcards are designed to get you through fluff reading everything to
identify and focusing on just the areas that cause the greatest break. Follow the study tips and timeline presented in the study guide and use flash cards to increase recognition and application. Don't let the lens be bypassed by anxiety testing, Mometrix is ready with preparation techniques that will help
you be calmer, more confident and successful. A 100% money back gives you peace of mind knowing that the system will work and your results will prove the value investment in your training. Mometrix Academy is a completely free resource offered by Mometrix Test Preparation. If you can benefit from
our efforts here, see our Praxis II Music: Content Knowledge (5113) study guide to take your studies to the next level. Just click on Praxis II Music: Content Knowledge (5113) link study guide below. Your purchase also helps us make even more free content for testers. Praxis II Study Guide Praxis II
FlashcardsPraxis II - Home Home
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